Baroness of Blood book. Read 10 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. To the people of Kislova, Baron Janosk was a tyrant, but to young...Â Baroness Ilsabet, modeled after the Lucrezia Borgia, learns Baroness of Blood is set in the Ravenloft setting. It is quite a good read. The country of Kislev is ruled by a tyrant. Complete Books of Blood. By. Clive Barker. “Everybody is a book of blood; wherever we're opened, we're red.” I: the book of blood. The dead have highways. They run, unerring lines of ghost-trains, of dream-carriages, across the wasteland behind our lives, bearing an endless traffic of departed souls.Â A book written in blood. She thought of the grimoires that had been made of dead human skin: she'd seen them, touched them. She thought of the tattoos she'd seen: freak show exhibits some of them, others just shirtless labourers in the Street with a message to their mothers pricked across their backs. It was not unknown, to write a book of blood. But on such skin, on such gleaming skin â€“ oh God, that was the crime. Baroness of Blood Â© Elaine Bergstrom. Book Lists. Elaine Bergstrom. Baroness of Blood. Published: Mar-1995. FormatsÂ Baroness of Blood is the tenth in an open-ended series of Gothic horror tales dealing with the masters and monsters of the RAVENLOFT® dark fantasy setting. Genre. Speculative Fiction. Heroic Fantasy / Sword & Sorcery. CLASSIFICATION. Fantasy. Horror.